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ore 9.00 Registration

ore 9.30 Welcome
Rosario Rizzuto
Rector Magnificus of University of Padua

Vincenzo Milanesi
Dean of Department of Philosophy, Sociology, Education and Applied Psychology FISPPA
University of Padua

Giuseppe Milan
Program’s Coordinator of the Bachelor’s degree course: Education Sciences
University of Padova

Monica Fedeli
Program’s Coordinator of the Master’s degree course: Management of Educational Services and Lifelong Learning
University of Padova

Chair
Giuseppe Zago, University of Padua
Professor of History Education

ore 10.00 Haven’t you ever felt like there has to be more? Identity, space and embodied cognition in young adult fiction
Maria Nikolajeva, University of Cambridge

ore 10.45 A feeling of Nordic nature? Four maps in contemporary Norwegian picturebooks
Un sentimento della natura nordica? Quattro mappe in albi illustrati norvegesi contemporanei
Nina Goga, Bergen University College

ore 11.15 Coffee Break

ore 11.30 The Otherness of the Child’s Body
Estraneità del corpo bambino
Milena Bernardi, University of Bologna

ore 12.00 Places of learning, imprisoned bodies and spaces of freedom in 19th and 20th century children’s literature
Luoghi educanti, corpi prigionieri e spazi della libertà nella letteratura per l’infanzia fra ‘800 e ‘900
Lorenzo Cantatore, University of Roma III

ore 12.30 Children at the window: staring at the world, staring at themselves
Bambini alla finestra: sguardi sul mondo, sguardi su di sé
Marnie Campagnaro, University of Padova

ore 13.00 Discussion